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by Chris Lyman
'';•
Abortion is an ugly word; many people feel that that kind of ugliness won 't
come in contact with them. But for many girls , including several each year on
Colby ' s campus , it is a shock to find out that they are not immune to it: they
find themselves in the position of having to decide on several alternatives.
For many girls, the problem of money alone can defeat their objective. For
the five or six reported pregnant Colby girls each year( and how many go unreported?) money is often not quite such a problem , except perhaps for the person on scholarship. Whether they go through their parents (some can not or will
not) their friends , ox perhaps through some other sources of available fund s,
these women can usually scrape up the money, the usual being a minimum of
$200 and up; the other related problem is a matter of time. A valid determinaion of pregnancy cannot be implemented before five weeks ; up to twelve weeks
a girl can go through dilation and curettage or vacuum currettage, both of which
are simple processes involving only a relatively few hours in a clinic before
normal, activi ty is resumed. After twelve weeks, however, a girl must undergo
either "salting out", a hospital stay of several days involving the injection of
a saline solution into tlie uterus which induces a miscarriage , or an actual casearean opera tion. Obviously the fas ter arrangements are made, the less economic and immediate mental and physical trauma will have to be undergone.
For the Colby coed there are several things not to 'do if she has already made
the difficult decision to have an abortion. She should not try under most circumstances to get an abortion in Maine - the illegality and resultant high financial
cost, not to mention the question of the doctor 's competence in such matters ,
make it an unnecessary risk for anyone when New York state allows abortions
to be performed up to twenty weeks of gestation without a residency requirement.
Within Maine itself there is much confusion and conservatism. Last spring the
Maine state legislature, which is sixty-six per cent Catholic , refused once again
despite determined efforts on the part of many, to overturn its antiabortion law.
The pregnant woman should also not call the neares t abortion referral number
she sees; many are profi t-making services that will often add on an extra fifty
or hundred dollars on up as a service fee with kickbacks to the hospital involved,
often indicating a lack of concern with the quality of the medical care. By now
there are a fair number of free abortion referral agencies independent and
otherwise.
Within Maine there are several alternatives for referral. Perhaps first and
foremost is the Clergy Consultation Service , which is a network of clergymen
throughout the east coast who review the alternatives open to a problem pregnancy and If desired , set up all the necessary arrangements for a legal abortion
Two telephone numbers are listed in Maine newspapers , one for the Bangor
area and another for those south of Augusta. They connect with an answering
service which in turn refers callers to a local member of Clergy Consultation.
Particular care is taken to see that a good doctor or hospital is chosen , and the
clergy eagerly pursue post- abortion counselling as well. This is a factor often
overlooked in the general feeling of relief from that kind of pressure; but it is
nonetheless important , for there is more to a problem pregnancy than jus t the
physical solution alone , and Clergy Consultation is aware of this.
Other agencies within Maine are the Portland Women 's Rights Group and the
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Joan Bundy - ho pushed for 105
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by Pam Browns tein
After an extremely hectic meeting Monday night , Student Government voted
on a three part proposal to the EPC concerning the credit hour requirement
issue. The first part called for an academic re-evaluation , the second for a
re-evaluation of residence requirements and processes for graduation and the
third for a maintenanc e of the 105 credit hour system. Student Government
President Charlie Hogan further elaborated on these points after the meeting.
He first reiterated Student Government's plea to remain at 105 until a study
was completed. Secondly, he emphasized the need for review and stricter enforcement of current provisions for acceleration. He then stated that the advising system should stress that Colby is a four year school , and that sudents
should be encouraged to take more than 105 credit hours so that it doesn 't become average load.
Last year , when this issue was presented to the faculty, Stu-G asked for defeat of the proposed 120 credit hours program , stressing that a study was needed before any change came into effect. Now, EPC is asking that acceleration
be dealt with because it is such an immediate issue and that one way of remedy
ing this would be to go up to 120. Stu-G feels that acceleration is not the great
issue it is made out to be basically because It involves a minority of students
and that the entire requirement system can 't be altered to accomodate this
minority. In light of all this , it was moved to support the three part proposal
because , as one Stu-G member stated , "it is the best system until we find out
our academic goal. "
Mr. Jean D. Bundy of the Modern Languages Department was one of the faculty members who had pushed for 105 credit hours two years ago, when the
issue was brought up. At the time there was talk of students taking one course
a semester on a pass-fail basis. According to Mr. Bundy, one of the reasons
for this was that "students wanted to take interesting courses as electives " but
didn 't want to devote as much time to the electives as to their other courses.
Ideally then , this would allow students to explore other courses, and perhaps
'these wouldn 't be counted In the grade point average. Thi s shift then , to 105
credit hours would offe r flexibility .
A four course load was also considered because the January Plan shortened
first semester and teachers were under pressure to condense their material
into a shorter time span. The result was that the students had too much work.
Another reason for considering 105 credit hours was that pressure was felt
by seniors who had to take comprehensive examinations in various departments,
105 credit hours could then satisfy all the complaints. Students could take four
courses first semester and five the second or the other way around if a student
so wished. Under this system , by the senior year a student could concentrate
V
on his major by taking four courses each semester.
Mr. Bundy pointed out that four courses in Itself can constitute n heavy load ,
especially in the freshman year. In a particularly heavy semester , the student
would have the option of taking four courses wi thout losing crucial credi t hour's,
He added that the situation may be "that a workload of four courses Is more
than five gut courses - if such a thing Is possible here at Colby. "
However , Mr. Bundy feels that some students are taking the 105 syste m for
granted. Some students "see it that It takes loss to got out of Colby now. <; Students aren 't clamoring with tho urge to be educated. He 's not sure that foe
fault lies within 105, but rather that the intent Is being abused. "If everybody

abortion cont.
Ingraham Volunteers of Portland, both fairly new organizations that, although
not exclusively abortionreferralservices , still provide concerned help for the
individual. For those women not sure of their desire for an abortion there is
a very strong group within Maine named Birthright that encourages with moral
and practical support a decision to carry a child to full term. They will offer information of financial" aid programs ' and lists of adoption agencies; often a woman
unsure 'of her wishes will be referred to *Birthright by the Clergy Consultation
Service.
Outside Maine there are other larger agencies. Planned Parenthood , which
does not have any offices within this state, does have central offices in Boston
and New York that makes free referrals and in 'fact has its own clinic operative
sometime this fall. Bill Baird , who came to Colby last'fall to inform us of the
current backward state of contraceptive and abortion laws runs the nonprofi t
Parents ' Aid Society clinic in Hempstead, Long Island that offers the same
120 credit hours cont.
in the college looked at this ppportunity to provide maximum flexibility for an
ideal undergraduate program, it could be a highly desirable thing. " The attitude
not the system is wrong. 105 can meet the demands of flexibility. However, now
"a lo t of people are jumping on it which makes one wonder about the sincerity
of the demands. "
When asked what he thought of the 105 credit hour proposal, with 15 additional
pass-fail hours,- he answered "it comes out to the same thing. "
Also passed at the same time as 105 was the proposal that those students who
wanted to take 18 hours a semester would now be able to do so at no extra cost.
Mr. Bundy considers those students "who want a maximum return by taking six
courses to be taking advantage of the education. "
Because Mr. Bundy was away from Colby last year when there was so much
discussion, he plans to wait until he hears the arguments to elaborate more fully
on the success of a plan such as 105. Until then he feels that it is a "valid experiment that could, when used intelligently , allow students to work in depth rather
than in a smorsgasbord set up where you paste it all together and call it educaion. "
This whole idea of the question of the philosophy of a Colby education seems
to be running through many of the proposals . For example, Charlie Hogan feels
that we desperately need a definition of the philosophy and objectives of a Colby
education before we again start with the specifics of a credit hour proposal. In
his opinion this definition is neccessary because "we aren 't prepared for another
change 'without considering a definition. We should keep the status quo before
we can take a blind step down another undefined path . "
Another point that Hogan emphasized was that before a plan is considered ,
he wants to see facts and documentations such as the average course load.
Grade point averages , the number of students on probation , etc . He is a bit
distressed that people are "subjective and are making unsubstantiated attacks
on the.issue. "
A s tep ahe ad , but to be kept in mind are three proposal s concerning more
specific aspects of the curriculum that Stu-G will shortly be voting on. First,
they will consider the pass-fail option and the acceptance of its validity as a
supplement to graded courses. Second, they will discuss the re-ordering of
credit hours in the Junior and Senior courses to allow students to carry four
courses in the upper levels. According to Hogan, this plan will not insti tutiona lize a four course system but would offer that option. Hogan feels we should
preserve the right to take five courses a semester hut give acceptance to the
four courses a semester but give acceptance to the four course load . Third ,
Stu-G will consider the importanc e in determining a philosophy of education
including "the spirit , flexibility, variation and increased independent study
of a 105 scheme. "
Other thoughts and proposals have been circulating at this time. Both the idea
of a philosophy of a Colby education and a consideration of acceleration are present in Dean Jensen 's thoughts on this issue. He finds "a complicated arrange
ment of the eight semester residenc e requirement and the 105 credit hour requirement " and feels that these are "two kinds of accreditable units. " This
dichotomy lends itself to a "time vs. quantatlve " set up. On the whole, Dean
Jensen 's plea, in deciding the credit hour requirement , is for simplicity.
Although he would like to express his views to the Educational Policy Committee , of which he is the Chairman, before making them public , he mentioned
that there are many options in whatever course is followed. For example , if
Colby retained the 105 credit hour system , an additional 15 hours could be spent

CANNIKIN
Information from The Coalition to Stop the Alaska
Nuclear Blast
What Is it? CANNIKIN is the code name for the
largest undergrou nd nuclear test ever attempted by
the US. The blast will have tho force of 5 megatonsthe equivalent of 10,000 , 000 , 000 pounds of TNT , or
250 times tho power of the bomb dropped on Hiroshima,
Where? The test is planned for Amchitka , an Aleutian Island off the coast of Alaska. The Island Is 42
miles long, varying from 2-4 miles in width, and
is part of the Aleutian Islands Wildlife Preserve
established In 1913. LONGSHOT, an 80 kiloton underground explosion detonated there in 1965, leaked
radiation and to placate opponents was billed as the
last test. MILROW, a 1.1 megaton test was exploded
there In 1969 as a calibration for bigger tests.
When? The CANNIKIN tost is currently scheduled
for Oot. 1971. It was originally scheduled for a year
ago, but Congress stopped the test by withholding
funds because tho Environmental Impac t Statements

sort of service. The Pregnancy Counselling Service in Boston offers free reerral but welcomes donations. Small printed cards found tacked up in the fraternity houses at Colby advertise the Women 's Abortion Referral group, a small
independent free service located in Philadelphia that offers low cost abortions
in New York.
The most important factor besides price and time is the concern for the
individual within these agencies . Mental preparation for an abortion is very
necessary even though a woman 's decision to have one is very firm. In some
cases she is required to sign a foetal death certificate at the hospital; there is
the frequent possibility of verbal and even physical harassment by members .
of a hospital staff whose own morality may be less enlightened than the task
they are performing. Abortion is not pretty ; but it is comforting to find . that
if you are in the situation of needing one there are many who are sympathetic
to your cause.

in a very flexible, non-traditional academic manner such as an off-campus ex• perienc e or studio work. "This would leave the door wide open with, of course,
some control . " He feels that students need opportuni ties in their choices . '
Still another possibility would be giving four credits to junior and senior
courses. Another option, according to Dean Jensen, would be to return to a
certain number of required courses , -rather than credit hours - a system
that Colby once had and one that many schools presently follow. EPC is viewing
the graduation requirements at other fairly small , liberal arts colleges throughout the country to examine how they handle this situation.
However, as Dean. Jensen validly states , there are other variables involved.
"The quality of education is not decided in 105 or .120 credit hours . " "What does
a Colby education mean?" This is indeed , as Dean Jensen believes, a vexing
problem.
EPC is also viewing the statistics of the nu mber of courses taken by the
class of 1971, for which each student was required to take a minimum of 113 credit
hours . Out of a class of 349, 136 students took somewhere between 115 and 119 c
credit hours. And an additional 49 students took 120 or more credit hours. All
totaled up, 185 out of 349 students, or approximately 53%, took more than the
required 113. Whether or not this indicates abusing the system or "just taking
enough to get by " still needs to be determined.
Individual students have also been proposing plans of their own, For instance
Bill Rouhana has proposed what he has titled as a "dual system ". One part of
this plan would entail what is known as the mas'tery approach to education which
operates on' a credit/ no notation plan.' If a student' s work is inadequate and can not reach a passing level the teacher reviews his work, points out what is wrong
and gives suggestions. .This process is repeated until the student passes. Rouhana
believes that this exemplifies the "whole purpose of education - to learn and not
<
to fail courses. "
The second part to his proposal would giv e grades to students who elected to
be graded. A student would have to take all credit/no notation or all graded .
Times for choosing would have to be worked out. Switching back and forth would
be discouraged. Rouhana feels that his dual plan combines the two sides of educa tion.
He admits, however, that there are administrative problems involved. For
instance, during the setting up of classes the faculty and the students would have
to decide whether or not grades would be given if only one section of a course
was given, and the professor wanted a credit/no notation class , and the students
wanted grades, he would have to give grades otherwise, everything on a "C"
or above would be credited as a Pass.
Rouhana feels that this system should be offered as an experiment and that we
could get an indication of how a pass/no notation system would fare. He is proposing his plan because he would like to see as many proposals as possible open
to the students , providing a variety of choices.
In-terms of ' how the student body in general views this entire issue, the response
is varied. The results of an informal survey indicated one student expressed
support for a 120 credit system, two students for a four course load every semester , and the rest approving a 105 credit hour system with great flexibility.
The majority of these students stated that they would take more than the required
105 if a fifth course could be offered on a pass-fail option. The general consensus was that five graded courses every semester was just too much.

were not sufficient.
How? The bomb will'be placed at the bottom of a
hold 5875 feet deep, 41/2 feet wide at the botto m and
26 feet wide at the top. Cement will be poured arounri
the bomb , then the hole will be filled or stemmed
with sand , gravel and huge plastic plugs. The total
cost of the test will be $118 million, of which $21
million has still to be appropriated for fiscal 1972.
Why ? The official answer has been simply "national security " but recent Congressional hearings revealed that . CANNIKIN is to test the warhead for
the Spartan' ABM system. This system , "as now
planned, does not require the very largo. 5 .megaton
warheads , so the CANNIKIN test is purposeless.
What will be tho Result ? No one knows. The AEC,
which Is conducting the test , says in effect that
nothing bad will happen if nothing bad happens. Possible results are:
-triggering off a largo earthquake in the Aleutian
Cahin, which is one of tho world 's most seismically
ac tive areas,
-unleashing of a large tidal wave which would
cause damage In Hawaii or California.
-leakage of radiation Into salt and fresh water
and Into the air.
-damage to bird , mamma l, and marine llfoln '
and around Amohttka from:
1) direct impact of the initial shook wave
2) destruction of homesites
3) possible radiation leakage
What is Being Done About It ? In mid-July 8 organizations filed suit in tho US District Court for the '
District of Columbia against the AEC and Its comm
isslonors to enjoin tho AEC from carrying out the
CANNIKIN test. The organizations arei Committee

for Nuclear Responsibility, Sierra Club , Friends
of the Earth , the Wilderness Society, the National
Parks and Conservation Association, the Association of American Indian Affairs , SANE and AmohitThe complaint alleges that;
1) in tlie face of possible serious environmental
risk , the AEC has failed to establish a "compelling
need" for the test as required by the National Environmental Policy Act and other Federal laws
2) The AEC's Environmental Impac t Statement
is insufficient and defective on several counts .
3) there is a "substantial probability that radioactive debris from the Cannikin test will travel
outside the territorial limits of the US , thus violating the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty of 1963.
What Can You Do ?President Nixon must still approve
the test. Also Congress must authorize and appropriate $21 million' for the project.
Yes friends , the fun-loving Atomic Energy Commi ssion , in its infinite wisdom , is planning to blow
up Amchitka and thusly put America first in that
heart-warming race to make the world a bettor place
to live In.
If the humor of the situation fails to move you , we
can understand why. But don 't give Amchitka up for
lost - yet. Nixon has postponed tho test till tho end
of this month , Wo have that much time to put the
pressure on Nixon to cancel this Idioti c test. During
the next few weeks petitions to halt the test will bo
circulating the campus , as will additional information
on telegrams to thoir congressmen as well. , Reme m
bor , now that wo can vote, Nixon is more likely to
pay attention to us. Let's got together and put a
stop to this atomic-powered insult to the environment.

A Full er Lifie
by Dick Kaynor
R. Buckminster Fuller spent two days at the International Symposium on the Science of Creative Intelligence held at UMass during the summer. (For a
general coverage of the SCI Symposium , see issue one
One might have expected Mr. Fuller to spend his
lectures discussing his creative strategies for global
reconstruction and the survival of mankind . And i n deed he did survey many of the ideas which are available in his books, lecture , and films. But oddly enougl
mos t of Fu lle r ' s talking had more to do with the integration of man, the development of full creative
potential , expansion of awareness, and love. In short ,
he and his host, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi , found that
they had more in common than anyone else would have
suspected. The following quotes represent the essence
of a long press conference at which Fuller and Maharishi revealed their startling compatibilities.
FUL LER: "I would like to be effective. Some people
are more effective by using the muscles , the body
giving their life. Others are more effective by the
mind. Maharishi and I are certainly very convinced
and committed to what you can do with the mind. I
became convinced that I could be more effective by
doing things to the environment because the environment is the whole race on the basis of whatever man
does. Change is inexorable; evolution is always at
work. And I felt that the changing has many options
within it and you could guide some of the changing
in such a way that the confirmations would be more
favorable to the spontaneous behaviors of men. "
"I have been deeply concerned with exploring for
faculties which all human beings do have , which they
tend to exhibit from time to time as children but lose
very quickly due to the misunderstanding of the life
experience by their elders who, in fear that the children are going to experience pain , tend to guide them
in ways that disconnect the switchboard of extraordinaryconnections with extraordinary faculties which we
do have . "
"I became deeply convinced that all life is born in
genius , and gets de-geniused very rapidly. I wonder
ed whether It might not be possible to develop an
environment wherein the newborn life would not get
de-geniused. This is why I became preoccupied
with the environment, I felt that the little child had
what Maharishi'has been able to regain as a human
being. "
.
"I was trying to deal with very large numbers of
human beings . Maharishi is dealing with relatively
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IGoncharon
fspeaks.;.
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J* by Cathy McGerlgle
"Mankind is in one of It's rare moods , shifting It's
outlook. " Dr. Nicholas Goncharoff , director of International Educational and Cultural Affairs for tho National Board of YMCA , delivered a lecture seeking
to piece together tho "Wholeness of Man in a Divided
World" on Monday, October 4, in Given Auditorium.
He expressed a wish that in the many and diverse
departmenta l today 's universiti es, one would be
able to define a .study of tho total man; his language ,
his philosophy, his physical and psychological aspects
Maybo then wo could see opening the new dimensions
of life that wo may havo lost In this frenzied world.
Quoting T.S. Eliot , Goncharoff asks,
"Whoro is the life wo have lost in living?
Whore Is tho wisdom wo have lost in knowledge?
'
1 Whore is the knowledge wo havo lost in Informa-

few to start off with, mainly encouraging in a very
fundamental way the development of those fundamental
faculties with which we are all endowed. Well, I
hope that I might be able to protect what we find in
that newborn child—its purity and its bigger coneeptuaiity, its contact with eternity. "
"Because of the evbliitionary requirement of the
integration of all men around our planet , I would
like to point out what I feel is a reason why America
seems to you (Maharishi) for the moment to be an
a ctive field of creative .capability. We have had, in
the five and ' one-half million years of the known presence of man on our earth , the gradual gaining of a
little experience of a man born nakedly, helpless ,
without any information , —be autiful equipment , but
ignorant—gradually finding his way. It has been a
pyramiding of experiences and America happens to
be in the.wave that has gone around the world.
"It is a ci-oss-breeding world man here. There ' is
no A merican nation. We have world-men here. There
is developing here a world man and he ' s beginning
to export and become part of the total world. I feel
that America has been thrown a forward pass by all
of hu manity, and for the moment it has to opportunity
of making a touchdown-, therefore it' s spectacular .
But it is part of a great team of all humanity. "
MAHARISH I: "It' s the vision of life in this country
which is proj ecting a possibility for the whole world.
It is the creative individuals of this country that
have given a shape to it in terms of SCI. The total
value of life can be conceptually 'delineated and empirically verified. Transcendental meditation is there
to verify empirically , to know the infinite value of
life by direct experience. What you spoke last night
which structured infinity from the finite values , tha t
is intellectual delineation of infinite value of life .
Both these things , knowledge and experience , make
life "fuller!' Another word for it is integrated. So
here we find in one person the expression of what
actually the name means: Fuller — integration. The
recognition of reality is not open to unintegrated
visions. The vision of an integrated society and the
recognition of a means directly leading to it can
only belong to a fuller integrated vision.
"I' m so very happy to find in you the expression
of this truth that this is the most creative country
in the world. I have been saying this all along, not
for the sake of any psychological values for those
who hear it , but for the . value of the recognition of
the value of this soil , for the good of the whole
world. What we are structuring on this platform is
the Science of Creative Intelligence. The creation
of SCI will give a value of knowledge so concrete
and so full that it will transform the whole world.
We are on the threshold of a transformation whereby
suffering will be outcast. SCI is unfolding to every
individual the real knowledge of integrated life where
one could enjoy all the relative values and will not
miss tlie infinite absolute spiritual value of life. "
"Life is neither only outer nor only Inner. It is
inner and outer together, And therefore, when we
want to structure inner life in the value of infinity ,
we can 't possibly ignore the outer structure of life
in the finite values. What we need is integration:
first class values in the outside , first class values
in the inside—both together. The purpose of the decoration of the outer is also to make the inner happy ,
and the effect of making the inner happy is to dec flute and shine and enrich the outer. One Is complimentary to the other. "
PULLER: "The outlook for man 's future is very
'complex. He Is in a very critical position evolution arily, as to whether he is really evolving into whatever his function may be in the total scheme of the
universe. It is highly feasible for all of humanity to
survive at a higher standard of living than anybody ' s
ever known. I' m also deeply aware of the inertias
and the conditioned reflexes which are formidable.
tion? "
lie made reference to his own experiences In World
War II, and commented on the wnrin Vietnam , coming
to the conclusion that war , " killing someone you
have never seen in your life ", Is totally senseless.
He Implored members of the older generation to
look into the souls of youth , to hear their cries , as
thoy seek "lovo, honesty , and to cleanse society of
all that Is false. " Goncharoff called this an era where
"one begins to seek in all human values , the best of
every thing. " He quoted James Reston on the samo
theme of mankind shifting It' s outlook , saying, "Wo
can 't yet define now human relationships , but there J,
Is something In the air. "
The wholeness of man in a divided world must
dopond on a realization by all men that It Is necessary
to bo "patient .,, to hope that all men may become
more human. " "We must I'onch a point whore man is
not a beast , but a man. "
Dr. Goncharoff offered a suggestion to tho audience ,
which was a mixture of Colby students , faculty, and
people from the surrounding communities , In order
that two may feel an allegiance to tho world. The
Miller Library hill could bo tho site of n world festival of life, consisting of tho art , d rama , .food , and
cultures of the various nations of the world. Ho pro-

By far the most positive factor is all the children
that used to die tha t no longer die. And that every
child with ears, eyes, n ose , and mouth says, 'that' s
what I smell, that's what I see '. You don 't have to
teach the child to say what it is he sees, h e t ells
you spontaneously. In other words , truth is spontaneous. And the lying has been taught to the children , by those who are afraid the child's truthfulness will get them into trouble, or will cause troubl e
"I spoke about synergy last night as behavior of
wholes unpredicted by parts. Equally mysterious
to that mass attraction and gravity cohering in our
universe is the phenomenon of love. We experience
so much of it tha t we tend to take it very much for
granted. I'm going to try to give you a little bit of
a shock way of unders tanding how extraordinary is
love:
"Man must regenerate himself on our planet,
assuming he has an important function to perform
in the universe , that he 's essential to the universe.
Thus he must live for many many generations until
he 's able to develop enough knowledge, enough competence to be able to perform that function . Having
him then regenerate himself , I would like to just
ask you to think a little about what you take for grant
ed about your own physical being.
"Stand in fron t of a mirror and stick your tongue
way out and have a good look at it. Then pretend
you did n 't have one and a salesman came around
selling them. I don 't think you 'd buy one. And in
order to be able to have regenerative man, he has
also to have a liver , a kidney, and stomach, and a
heart. If you went to the store and saw kidneys and
stomachs and hearts hanging around , I don 't think
you 'd buy yourself. And in order to be able to bring
about this extraordinary matter of having this very
complex technology become procreative (as it'd be
very difficult .to think of a live r up there falling in
love with another liver), so nature developed this
fantastically beautiful packaging and put those things
out of sight and developed such coordination. The
whole thing is operating subconsciously, with your '
brain having over a quadrillion times a quadrillion
atoms is superb coordination by virtue of which you
and I can communicate at this extraordinary moment.
"I would say, then, to be sure that this man really
would have the drive to go after the knowledge to
understand , he was given this most extraordinary of
all the faculties: love. As we now take the young world
being born in the presence of greater and more reliable information , each child born has j ust a littl e more
reliable information , a little less misinformation.
He ' s being made aware of total man in split seconds ,
and he is spontaneously truthful and he has spontaneous
love. These are the ingredients , I think, of our coming
through. The young world has gone beyond jus t being
dismayed and being disapproving of the non-truth. It
is demonstrating, in this wave of inspiration by Maharishi , its yearning and its determination for humanity
to survive on this planet. Very deep forces are operative here, the forces of the great intellect of the
universe itself. "
When the two men met , they exchanged no words ,
but rather simply gazed at one another. A silence
passed between them which still echoes thundering
in the memories of those who witnessed it. When they
parted , two lectures later , there was another silent
exchange, this time against the wave of applause from
an audience on its feet for the second time in the
space of a half hour. But this e xchange of silences
was accompanied by an exchange of gestures as well:
at the close of Fuller ' s talk , which had concluded that
"class" and "race " could be applied to no smaller
unit than Mankind itself , Maharishi stood and brought
a flower to Mr. Fuller , and in return a kiss traveled
through Fuller 's fingertips as they moved from his
lips to Maharishi' s. The world at that moment was
extraordinarily safe.
posed that the theme bo "I and myself , or we and
ourselves , and my/our relation to the world. "
He also proposed a meeting of minds with the rest
of the world, suggesting that we, as a college, send
people to the U. S.S. R., Asia , and China , and in turn ,
bring some of their students here. In so doing, we
would create a dialogu e entitled "Man and his Culture. " We should also implore the heads of tho nations
of tlio world and their families to meet, without advisors , only an interpreter , and gdt to know each
other as human beings .
Dr, Goncharoff , who holds a Ph. D. In Philosophy
and History, first became involved wltlvtho YMCA
while in a Gorman refugee camp. His visit to Colby
during which ho mot with classes of Russian history
and literature , and students of tho Russian language
as well as with a Sociology of Education class, - was
sponsored by the Danforth Founda tion , which each
year makes available to colleges and universities
lecturers of outstanding staturo. Born In Kiev, Russia ,
and drafted into the Soviet army, Dr, Goncharoff
served as n tank commander during WWII. Ho was
captured ,, and spent timo in a POW camp In tho Ukraine
and was also hold in a forced labor camp in Germany .
Ho has traveled extensively , and has lectured <jn
tho campuses of about 125 colleges and universities.
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Once again there seems to be a crusade among
certain members of the Educational Policy Committee to reform the present 105 credit hour system to a 120 credit hour system. Last year such
a move was not considered by the faculty, due
to a lack of substantive evidence concerning any
inadequacies in the present systemj and also due
to the opposition of Stu-G, the Ech o, and mos t
students. The same situation seems to be in the
process of repeating itself this year.
The main rationale used to defend a return to
120 credit hours is that such a move would, solve
the problem of students graduating in three or
three and one half years. Such a solution would be
be an instance of massive overkill. Few students
actually do acc eler at e, and the nu mber can be
controlled through the Committee on Standing,
which must approve of all early graduations ." If
Colby is to consider itself a four-year school,
then students should accept, when they arrive,
that their stay is to be one of four years . Exceptions for the exceptional student will always be
made, as they have been made in the past. Thus,
acceleration, a minor problem conducive to relatively easy solution , is unfortunately being used
as a red herring in this question.
The main difference in the drive behind the
return to 120credithours this time around is that
the proponents are making the idea more palatable by possibly accepting the extra 15 credit
hours on a pass-fail basis, or through non-academic courses . The reasoning behind the proposal, however, seems to be that students will
somehow find pass-fail "easier " than graded
courses. This is a corruption of the entire concept behind pass-fail , i.e. that a student would
actually be able to learn more in a course without the artificial pressure of grades. A return
to 120 credit hours should be based upon demonstrated faults with the present system. However ,
accusations at present have been supported with
only the sketchiest evidence.
This brings us to the real crux of the issue.
The credit hour controversy, whether one is in
favor of 120 or 105, revolves around what one
conceives the educational philosophy of Colby
to be. We feel that the proposal to raise graduation requirements is indicative of a general
regressive educational trend at Colby. The campus has stagnated academically for the past two
years , losing Its position as a progressive liberal arts college, Complete pass-fail is supposedly
a dead issue now , and innovations like work/
study a la Antioch seem very far off. Even the
Jan Plan has been restricted , and is In danger
of being choked by red tape.
What seems to be needed righ t now is a comprehensive review by the EPC of all aspects of
the way education Is structured at Colby. While
we believe that the 105 credit hour system is
essentially sound , improvements certainly do
need to be made. The system by which credit
hours are assigned to courses in one area in
need of study . Professors and students have
been talking for years about the advisability
of assigning four credit hours to Junior and
Senior level courses . Now is an ideal time to
put these and other contemplated reforms into
effect.
Wo support the Student Government resolutions
outlined in this week's lead article and in the
Stu-G Rhetoric column , and we urge all students
to talk to their professors about this Issue. The
resolution of this problem will vitally effect the
quality of education not only for . students now
attending Colby, but for students for years to
come,

Letters:
To: Committee on Special Programs
c/o Mr. David Walker, Director of
Special Programs
Dear Committee Members:
Our concern about the recent changes made
in the Jnauary Program has prompted us to
bring our thoughts to your attention.
We feel the publicity of these revisions and
the reasons behind them were noticeably lacking. Although these changes were made last
spring the majority of the student body was
not made fully aware of exactly what the new
process would entail. In fact, the first announcement concerning the submittance of a Jan plan
left approximately 18 days to reach the stated
deadline. This rushed deadline is fair neither to
the students nor to their faculty sponsors who
are forced to find a topic satisfactory to both and
and to finalize their plans.
Under the new changes upperclassmen who
are planning to do a Jan Plan within their maj or do not have to meet the Oct. 15 deadline.
Sophomores are excluded from this category
and are expected to meet this deadline whether
or not they are doing an independent project
in their 'major. Are sophom ores not upperclassmen in view of the fact that they have already
chosen their major and are notified of meetings
within their departments? If this is so, sophomores who are planning to do an independent
Jan Plan within their major should not be required to meet this deadline.
This contradictory distinction between upperclassmen and sophomores leads to the question of the limit of three sophomore independent plans per sponsor. This limit is understand
able; however problems have been encountered
because of the proportion of students in each
department and the number of faculty members "on " in January .
At this point we question the ability of the
committee to effectively evaluate independent
Jan Plans according to their guidelines in view
of the fact that not all departments are represented on the committee.
The purpose of the January Program of Independent Study, to quote the Colby Bulletin ,
May 1971 is to devote time "to work distinct
from the formal course of study of first and
second semesters." Some of the regular topics
do not seem to conform to the above objec tive
of January Programs. They are structured , oncampus programs which are similar to semester
courses. They make use of regular classroom
meetings and research papers. We do not reject
these regular topics as legitimate ways to spend
the month. But we do have serious doubts that
they satisfy the objective quoted in the Bulletin.
The details asked for by the committee such as
as a specific title, the form the sponsor must send
send , and the deadline , only add to a bureaucratic system full of "red tape " to.which a Jan
Plan must be submitted. All this seems unnecessary due to the fact that the committee is not
concerned with the actual results of the Jan Plan
but with a student having a structure d plan to
follow. But a student may during the course of
his independent study, purseu , intentionally or
unintentionally, a different aspect of his topic
than previously stated.
In conclusion , as was put to us in a suggested outline for Independent January Plans , we woul
would like to similarly ask this committee in
regard to Jan Plans:
"What you expect to do
How you expect to do what you do
Why are you doing what you do in the way
that you 'll do it??"
Sincerely ,
Jackie Olivet
Pat Rachal

Lett ers To Th e Ed itor
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i «_»-«*-- Copyright 1971 by William Kunstler iw«-"i«"""-"" «
For anyone with the slightest degree of sensibility, Attica will forever
symbolize the ultimate in human tragedy — the controlled catastrophe that
could so easily have been avoided.
I wish to address myself exclusively to the citizens of Cell Block D, beca u se
I was honored*among men to be named their attorney. And I will confine myself to what I saw, heard and felt during my dozen or so hours in what I choose
to r egar d as a subli mely liberated zone.
When !initially passed from official to inmate control, deep in my white
middle -class subconscious , I half expected to see a rep lica of every prison
movie I had ever witnessed. I was reasonably sure that power would be wielded
by a few psychopathic killers with little or nothing to lose , who had terrorized
their fellow convicts into seizing the cellblock and committing unspeakable
crimes of violence along the way. It would hardly have surprised me if the
yard had been the scene of impromptu executions , medieval torture , and
brutal and bloody struggles for suzerainty.
In s t ead , I was to have every such ugly stereotype swiftly and totally shattered. The rebels were superbly organized; inmates inclined to violence were
quickly subdued and incarcerated; and an acceptance of all shades of opinion
was promoted and encouraged. With much sophistication and even some genius ,
the leadership speedily established an Athenian democracy freed from the
racism and class lines of the outside world , which could and did survive everything — but bullets and buckshot.
From the moment the members of our observers ' committee first entered
the yard , we were aware that we were in the middle of an ongoing community.
There was a command ' pos t, complete with conference table , loudspeaker system
floodlights , and typing pool. Even the most critical of us could easily see that
everyone had been assigned a task — whether it was to dig a defense trench ,
guard the hostages , man the perimeter, or stand impassively in the long lines
of marshals protecting the entrances and exits to the compound.
Even the occasional flurries of panic that , every onc e in awhile, rippled in-

Lawless: priorities

Pre- Colombian snake mounds begin to ring the ceremonial lawns of dark

Colby. Later to be , someone says, a system of $50, 000 worth of outdoor
light 's to turn Colby into another glowing shopping center on top of the hill.
"You won 't even be able to see the stars or the blue light through the neon
i

haze , but who takes the time to look at the stars with more exciting things
like drinking or sex or dope to do on weekends, Is that the brigh t planet j ver
Runnals Venus or Mars ?
Why do we pay 8-10 thousand dollars for one night flashes of live rock and
roll , excuses for drinking, dope and dating mostly paid for and attended by
non-Colby people. A very large false priority seen here when we later lack
i

¦

tho money for more personally rewarding readings , lectures and events which
cost much loss than rock and roll ego-rich semi talents (John Hammond exclude*
hero , in review of the Inst two years but then everyone talked through his set ,
waiting for thoir thrill.) And then we have the perCoct upper middle class speako I'S
for the perfect upper middle class facade we ' re perhaps being kept In by some
Timo magazine visionaries, (A sponkor list from Its pages)

William Kunstler , a champion of individual rights , was defense counsel at the
trial of the "Chicago Seven ". He was a member of the observers ' committee
at the Attica Prison uprising. Distributed by Access-The Communications
Corporation,
T*
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a return to Mrs. Beal ' s locked cupboard system would be better than locking
the kitchen up and ending our cookies and birthday cakes. Brown shirts don 't
make it. And trying to get your mall becomes a new game with so many hassles
nnd closing times that the Pony Express looks good. Perhaps Colby is really
a great system of hassles aiming toward setting us back into aboriginal times.
Why is there so much hassle about getting into a course two days after registration closes. Shouldn 't that decision come from the professor rather than the
administration , even though they usually act fairly here after some hassle ?
part two
Sunday afternoon in the rain , and Cap 'n Funk is out with his wife for a drive
around Colby ,

Us all relaxing from Parents weekend , trying to digest Sunday ' s

meal , and thinking of a way to avoid doing our homework.
The rain outside my window splitting on pine needles and hitting the ground
softly, in halves.
A fat , wot sparrow , worms en tho walk.
Wooden spoons , Olson ' s Mayan Letter's , and a search for ways to rnlse $000
<*'

'Wh y do tho kids In tho park lmto all the Colby snobs ?

to bring Gary Snyder- hove for two days , November 10 and 11 Colbyjhas no money
or time for poets (W.H. Audon getting 2 , 000 for an evening of his arrangements

Why do carved dolphins and cluck decoys cnuso such a stir In bidding at tho

of words.)

craft auction when tho true pieces of beauty go unnoticed or completely out of
sight in price ?
__.;

sidiously through the yard did not seriously disrupt communal organization.
Sensible precautions were taken at once; rumors tracked down to their sources;
and their spreaders sternly admonished.
On ce , when it was feared that an attack was imminent, lights were quickly
extinguished, visitors escorted to a relatively .safe and out-of-the -way spot,
and everyone cautioned to act only when ordered to do so.
I am a veteran of hundreds of endless movement meetings, and I marvelled
that these men— given their socioeconomic backgrounds and the tension and
uncertainty that pervaded their newly found freedom—could have so quickly
learned to rule themselves with efficiency, dispa t ch , and bedrock fairness.
Their essential politeness toward each other and their visitors , and their easy
tolerance of all points of view, however strange or unorthodox, made me real— •
ize that necessity is as much the mother of accomodation as she is of invention.
Our negotiation sessions were reasonably businesslike and , with rare exceptions , rhetoric was kept to an irreducible minimum. Although we were asked
for our opinions , it was obvious to us from the beginning that they would be
advisory only. All final decisions were to be made, not by outsiders or those
in leadership capacities, but by the entire constituency.
The fabled New England town meeting had at long last suffered a latter-day
revival in, of all places , a cluttered prison yard .
Most of the observerswere startled to find how versed our hosts were in the
art of practical politics. They unders tood full well how power is gained and
utilized in contemporary society and never lost sight for a moment of the fact
that their only leverage lay with the blindfolded hostages , who sat on the ground
within a demarking circle of wooden benches.
But of even more importance, the inmates, despite the uncertainty of their
collective survival, relied heavily on the basic humanenes s of the world without
and were genuinely and deeply shocked when they began to sense it was as illusory as everything else in their lives had been.
In the en d , it was they and not their oppressors who yielded to the pressures
of harsh reality. "Of their two "nonnegotiable " preconditions—total amnesty and
the removal of Superintendant Mancusi— they were prepared to drop the latter
if assured of the former.
"We are ready to give up the Mancusi thing, " Brother Richard Clark told us
as we left the yard for the last time on Sunday night, "if we are guaranteed amnesty. "
In the las t an alysis , they failed because they, as well as m os t of the obse rv er s
so tragically misjudged their society 's devotion to its own expressed values.
From the beginning they were truly convinced that , given a choice between life
and dea th , the high and the mighty would always opt for life.
Even up to the awful moment of truth on Monday morning, most of them simply
refused to believe that their fellow countrymen could so easily forsake even
their most cherished shibboleth—the myth of our common humanity—in the
face of political expediency.
It is perhaps more ironic than we yet realize that the men of Cell Block D,
con victed felo n s all , yearned so fervently, out of the depth s of their own despe r a t e need , for an up-to-date certification of our national credo , while those
most publicly committed to its sustenance rushed to nullify it. Men who may
have once taken life, molested children or cracked safes understood more
about shining ideals and elemental truth s than those who professed to judge and
condemn them.
Men died at Attica , to be sure , but innocence itself lay unnoticed among the
victims.

Why can't students uso tho kitchen in Runnals , stealing given as reason-but

In the autumn of my madness , naked reappears , not through tho first cold but
the lonoly horror of trying it nil , heading for nervous revolt should I assign a
\*•
pnsawoi'd to this column , n psyoho-annlytjc decoder ?
•

Mandala .began nearly two . years ago when two
Colby students , Peter Pennypacker and Charles
Abbott set up an experimental arts workshop for children in the loft of an old building in the center of Water
ville. With the volunteer help of other Colby art students , they conducted several successful programs
for children of ages four to twelve, and managed to
stay open for seven months before financial circumstances forced them to suspend operations. '-"'
However , they had aroused the interest and support
of many parents and local art enthusiasts and this led
to the formation of a full-fledged non-profit corporation to provide the necessary organizational structure
and financial backing to sustain the project. The local
YMCA , convinced of the project's potential value,
agreed to make its "Harris' 1 barn available to Man- •
dala and provided funds for its renovation. A plan
for the creation of a dynamic art and craft center
gr ad u ally t ook shape , with particular emphasis on
developing intensive workshop programs for high
school and college students.
The new facility was finally opened last February
and a core program including silkscreen, weaving,
and children 's art got under way. A photography
darkroom and pottery studio were constructed in the
basement and programs in these areas were organized
Although still severely restricted by lack of f un ds
and equipmen t, the-proj ect had achieved a firm foundation and a growing base of support throughout the
community.
Last summer turned out to be a confusing period
of tr ansition, due to lack of funds and qualified instructors , but the Workshop remained open. There
were enough students to keep most of the courses
going, but nowhere near the number needed to generate the enthusiasm and income that any arts and crafts
center needs to flourish.
But this looks as though it might be Mandala 's year.
New programs and seasoned instructors offer opportunities not available anywhere else in the Central
Maine Area. And perhaps most significantly , Mandala
is evolving its structure to attract those people it can
potentially serve the most. The new structure is
basically for students who are tired of conventional
schools with their rigidly defined classes. While
courses will still be scheduled , the emphasis is being
shifted to what workshop director Charlie Abbott describes as cooperative workships. Local artists and
craftsmen will be sharing and helping develop Mandala ' s
studio facilities and students will have opportunities
to develop their work under the guidance of these more
experienced people. Charlie also emphasizes that this
fall there will be several concerts , film showings,
exhibits , and special seminars conducted by visiting
professionals in addition to the regular programs.
One of the greatest potential sources of students is ,
of course , Colby. In fact , Mandala seems to be made
to order for the student who has contemplated serious
art work in addition to his academic life but has discovered the pathetically inadequate programs available to non-art majors. Even art majors could benefit by programs at Mandala that have never been
offered in the Colby curriculum.
Courses already organized for this fall include
Children ' s Workshop, Children ' s Drama , Classical
Guitar , Rug Braiding and Hooking, Silkscreen Printing, and Photography. The Photography Program is
currently the Workshop ' s forte , including basic darkroom technique , use of natural and artificial light ,
proper use of filters , and advanced work with solarization and the .photo-silkscreen process . Also, a
Photography and Graphics Co-op is being organized

MANDALA

which will enable members to purchase top quality
supplies at low prices , have unlimited use of darkroom facilities, organize special showings and seminars , and develop their work through mutual criticism.
Many other projects are in various stages of
planning. They include a permanent art and craft
gallery, a pottery co-op, a weaver 's guild, and a
16mm film workshop. However, to support the Workshop ' s overall operation , funds must be raised to
cover heat , lights , and other basic operating expenses.
A grant from the Maine Commission on the Arts and
Humanities last year provided enough "seed money "
to really get the project going, but now, in order to
secure more assistanc e from state and federal sources ,
there must be evidence of more direct community
support. To sustain and nurture the Workshop in this
critical stage of growth , a general fund-raising campaign is being conducted by the organization 's Board
of Directors. Small tax-deductible donations on the
part of sympathetic area residents can* make the
difference. Volunteer help is also urgentl y needed
(secretarial chores , cleaning, etc.) to cut costs and
lower tuition rates.
The Workshop is located a 4 North Street (behind the
the YMCA) and anyone interested in becoming involved
should get in touch as soon as possible. The phone
number is 872-7263.
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JAN PLAN

Current Workshop Programs
Preschool Class
Children 's Workshop
Children 's Drama Group
Photogra phy
Silkscreen Printing

Future Possibilities
Modern Dance
Batik
Photo-silkscreen
Film makin g

Classical Guitar
Fabric Design.
Rug Braiding
Rug Hooking
Pottery Co-op

Weaving
Potte ry
Leather Work '
Jewelery Making

Schedule of Events
Oct. 6 to 20
Registration for courses
Oct. 15 - 6:30 p.m. Organizational meeting for
photography and Graphics Co-op
7:30 p.m. Showing of films by Abbott Meader
Oct. 16 - 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. OPEN HOUSE
Oct. 20: Fall , Workshop Programs Begin
Oct. 22 - 8:00 p.m. Concert - Durwood & the Apacheez
Nov. 6 - 10:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Orga nizational Meeting

for Weavin g Guild.

Walker made the point very clear that the Committee ,
contrary to popular opinion , was not a means of
cracking down but a way of opening up options for
students.
The initial reaction of some students to the new
procedure was one of great concern. They see the
senseless red-tape of committee activity inappropriate
in tho planning of independent study . The reviewing
capacity of the Special Programs Commi ttee discourages
the personal relationship between faculty member
and student. No longer can the student bo truly experimental In his plans for his month of study. One student said, "This new program discourages any creativity tho student would like to express In his month
of activity. " January, In the past , was seen ns a month
of creativity rather than purely academic activity
and exorcises. "To subject a person ' s individual desire to do something different to the value judgement
of a committee brings us closer to tho qualities of a
standard education as opposed to tho expressive and
progressive education that Colby Is trying to promote. "
Is tho opinion of another student. Of course , It is tin
opon question as to the intent of the Independent Study
Program , but tho generally hold view of many students
Is being challenged by tho establishment of a "review
committee ".
Tho pro and con positions concerning the uso of
committees arc in anticipation of tho actual perfo rmance of tho now system. Real j udgements of tho
Commlttoo and Its worth will havo to wait until after
January, Only then will wo know tho real influence
tho Commlttoo has.on Independent Study at Colb y.
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by Pa t Duddy

Last Thursday evening Leslie A. Fiedler spoke at
Runnals Union. His lecture , entitled "The Death and
Rebirth of the American Novel" was not only an analysis of specific literary trends , but a "tour de force "
touching on nearly everything of interest related to
the modern American novel. Typically, Fiedler was
quo table , insightful, and somewhat outrageous.
Fiedler, long established as a major figure in contemporary American literature , is a novelist, poet ,
writer of short stories , critic , schola r , and former
editor of Ramparts . He has written on subjects ranging from the American novel to Shakespeare, and
from American politics to his own experiences "being busted". In addition, whether as writer , teacher ,
or just citizen , Leslie Fiedler has always managed
to be controversial. In 1941, a time when a second
generation of American intellectuals was seeking
expatriatism in Europe , Fiedler went west. At the
University of Montana , where he taught intermittently
for twenty-three years, Fiedler was a moving force
in a campaign that eventually ousted the university 's
president. Afterwards , he became the target of a
fairly vigorous campaign to "clean up " the state 's
university system. His own published work, which
had already gained a certain notoriety, was used
against him, As Fiedler recalls in Being Busted ,
several of his more erotic poems and his hints in
print that such a great ail-American family classic
as Huckleberry Finn could have homosexual undertones were reprinted and distributed in leaflets attempt
ing to demons trate the nature of those Insidious forces
that had found 'their way into the Montana University
system. In 1964 Fiedler , by choice, moved on to the
State University of New York at Buffalo. There he
became one of the first (if not the first) person to be
arrested for allegedly maintaining premises on which
marijuana was allegedly used. Being Busted painstakingly (for both himself and the reader) documents
the circumstances surrounding his arrest, trial , and
conviction.
Of more importance than his social notoriety , are
Fiedler ' s views on the developments of the novel in
the last twenty- five years. In Waiting for the End
and other books Fiedler has -attempted to fit recent
and contemporary novelists into a larger literary
framework. Analyzing particularly themes of exile
and ethnicity, Fiedler has done much to put the retcont flood of Jewish-American novels into historical
and Intellectual perspective. His lecture last Thursday was in essence a cnpsulized presentation of his
most recent work in this area.
Speaking to an embarassingly small crowd , Fiedler
slated the precepts on which ho bases his examination of any new novel. These aro , first , that tho novel
is popular art and as such more closely related to
television or the movies than to Shakespeare . or Greek
drama. Secondly, ho stated that as a low art form ,' tho
tho novel , as such, Is not suited to "Artistic " refinement. Finally, Fiedler stated that tho contemporary
novel was finding its completion In films. From
those points'Tiodlbrwbavocl in and around anecdotes
and literary tangents. En route he dh»regarded , if
not dismissed , Jamos Joyce and Henry Jamos as
"misguided" although significant , and managed to
touch tonslngly on both Hemingway and Faulkner ,
"th o old mon " ns he 'calls them in ono of his books.
In conclusion Jho- Identified tho two major developments
in tho American novol as tlio "anti-art art novoi, "
exemplified by the novels of John Earth and Nathaniel
Wes t; and the "now " or "modern pop novel , " i.e.
the novels of Roth and others , which ho fools aro not
only adaptable to , but incomplete without thoir movio
versions.
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by David Kraft
After the J. Geils-John Hammondconcert the night
of Wed. the 6th, I was fortunate enough to get an interview with the J. Geils Band. The following is a
partial transcriptof that interview. But first , the cast
of characters. Wolf (Peter Wolf , lead singer) , M.
Dick (Magic Dick, harmonica), S. J. (Seth Justman ,
pianist) , D. K. (Danny Klein , bass), J. (J. Geils , le ad
-guitar) and Int. (interviewer). Stephen Bladt, the drum
,mer, is left out because all he did was sit and look
tired. Try reading the interview out loud. It helps.
Int. Let's start with the beginning. What groups , ah
your favorites are, you listen to, • or you feel have had
some influence on you , if any, no n e?
Wolfe: W ell , like everybody we listen to, mostly, ah ,
everything, AM radio , FM radio, short wave, and ah.
S. J.: Marine Band
Wolfe: Marine Band ! (laughs) Yes , but why doesn 't
everybody gather around and get into this thing. I'm
the Wolfatoofamamatoofahafalufa , and ... my friends
just call me Wolfe (audible sigh of relief from interviewer). ..
Wolfe: ... But basically I would say the roots of the
band are in rhythm and blues .
Int. .- I caught you down at the Filmore on the last
weekend. Was that your firs t time at the Filmore?
Wolfe : (No) , the way it happened was really an honor
... Bill Graham said you cats are really good and I'd
really like to have you working for me... We found
out from the staff that we played there (the Fillmore)
more in a short time than any other band ever played
... we played the West and the East and kept comingback to both .
Wolfe: (cont. ) ... He said he was gonna close it
(Fillmore East) and he 'd be honored If we would play ,
and It was really a great honor for us... Graham ' s one
of the few cats in the business you can really respect.
Int. : Well here 's one of my pet questions; you guys
joke about your movies. Do you have any serious interest in film?
Wolfe: We have two: J. Geils on CampusInt. : And J. Geils goes surfing.
D. K.: You 've seen them !
Int. : No, I haven 't seen them- Wolfe: The trouble is we shot them with Czochoslovakhian film and we 're having trouble getting them
distributed because (?Something about Czech film not
coming', in ' sizes that fit American project ors.)
Int. : No one 's going to believe that story , man. My
readers will laugh,
Wolfe: ' It' s true. Would I lie to you , a reporter?
(laughter) Would I lie to the press? the media ? (more
laughter) Do you take me for some kind of fool ? ( All
this very melodramatically)
Int. : Ehhh. .' « Next question.
Wolfe-. Hoy, what Is this for , anyway ?
Int. : Well Mr. Hoover asked mo to keep an eye,..
Colby Echo and maybe radio.
Wolfe: If this is on radio I want to sny... that I' m
doing this at gunpoint, (th o appropriate sound effects
wore promptly produced. Shot him dead. Still didn 't
shut him up)
Wolfe : Man , wo almost didn 't make it In hove. (Tho
flight) ran Into an electrical storm , and when tho rosary beads came flyln * out of tho ca ptain 's cabin I
said "groat uggarnuggn I' m gottln ' outtn hoi'd "
but J. pulled mo back and said wo ain 't got no parachutes.
S. J. i Tho piano landed sideways.
Well , enough, There 's more; maybe if someone
wants we 'll play It on tho radio station, Don 't nil soronm
at once, And oh, yos; J. Gail' s now album Is called
"Tho Mornin g After ". Says Woli'o: ".. .oatiso wo mado
it tho night before. "

...

by Jeff Paul

Someone will have to count how many were there
and how much money was lost, but most if not all
the people who lined Wadsworth Gym on Wednesday
night, October 6 could have cared less about those
particulars.
But then probably most of you who will read about
the concert could care less too. Let it suffice to say
that out of about 2, 000 people in attendance , perhaps
100 were from Colby. Strange I thought Colby had
something to do with the whole thing, 'nough said.
John Hammond arrived only 15 minutes before he
was to go on , but once he set foot onstage amidst
all sorts of electrical equipment tho man was all
business. Hammond is a glittering example of a dying art
bluesman gone acoustic performing alone.
I found his vocals very throaty and finely textured.
He has been through all kinds of blues playing as was
evident by his varied assortment presented to the
talkative crowd , Delta blues in Robert Johnson ' s "Four Until Late "; Chicago style, in Muddy Water ' s
"Got My Mojo Working "; his incredible version of
"Mellow Down Easy "; Bo Oiddl ey ' s "Who Do You
Love " and more. His singing, guitar playing on
acoustic and national steel , his slide work and his
harp playing were all tastefully done. Hammond
effused great energy in his set and displayed talent
thaj: few can match on today 's music scene. It is
unfortunate that he was ignored by much of the
"wasted" crowd , but nevertheless John Hammond
proved to be a very fine "Maker of Music "—indeed !
It began with a version of "Sno Cone " that would
have made Albert Collins proud. But once you accepted
Peter Wolf' s entrance on stage you were trapped .
The J. Geils Band plays rock and roll music , not to
be confused with 50' s rock'n roll. Some find such
acts too camp, showy, filled with gimmicks , etc.
Well that is true but all I know Is that Colby 's Gym
rocked like never before while J. Geils and friends
got it on, Rock &roll music makes only one claim—
get you happy , and the clapping hands , stomping feet
andjumping bodies seemed to prove this true , Peter
Wolf did his usual microphone and other assorted
stage theatrics , Magic Dick blew some fine harp,
and Soth Justman did some neat organ playing, but
all eyes were on J. Gollsat all times, The group
hinges on every move by Geils and he -showed some
flashy moves last Wednesday night. They played a
couple of songs fro m their now lp, but mostly familial
things from thoir fi rst album— "Wait; Cruisin ' for
a Love; Hard Drlvin ' Man; Serves You Right to Suffer;
Homework; First I Look nt tho Purse; and Pack Fair
and Square. " Throe encoros later It was all over,
! The audience ate up most If not all of what the J.
Goils Band put out, It was a particul arly young crowd
and there was a noticeable lack of Colby faces—but
It was a Wednesday nigh t and classes audi I was a
rainy nigh t and—or maybe that' s not It ' at 'all and
Stu-G migh t stop kidding itsolf in tho -future.
Rock concerts aro Incredible experiences—from
sitting In tho rain for two hours boforo tho doors open
to throwing frisbios around to partaking In all sorls
of artificial stimulants to being part of tho znny procedure of encores,
J. Geils and John Hammond proved thnt a rainy
Wednesday night in Wntorvillo can bo n good ti .mo but
YOU HAD TO BE THERE ! ! !

New England Music Co. of Portland
WE ARE NOW OPEN

at 145A Main St., Waterville
WE

ARE MAINE ' S LEADING r*HI GH FIDELITY
DEALE R AND ARE REPS. FOR SUCH FINE
COMPONENT MANUFA CTUR ERS AS:

• Mcintosh

• KLH

¦
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•
•
•
•

The Conferenc e and Review
Board will hold an election for
s tudent representatives Friday
October 22 , 1971 outside the Spa.
Those interested in representing
their class can obtain petitions
at John Zacamy ' s office and
must return them by Wednesday
October 20 to Robert's Union.
The following are the qualifications for representatives and the
the open positions which are
elected by class. .
Class of 1975 - 3 freshmen ,
elected at large.
Class of 1974 - 3 sophomores 1 representing each academic
division (Humanities , Science ,
Social Sciences).

Advent
Scott
Shure
AR f Inc.
Wollensak

Sansul
Dual
TDK
BASF
Thorens

•
•
•
•
•

• Dyna

• Garrard

• AK G

• TEAC

© Sony

• Sherwood

• Etc.

W» will h av e indoor speci al s all week lon g and for
the first week ONLY the foflowina hour s:

Monday- Saturday. 10-5
Except Friday 10-9

Class of 1973 - 3 juniors , one
from each academic division
and one science representative
for an interim period of one
year.
Class of 1972 - one representative from the science division.
Please specify your academic
division on your peti tion. Any
questions call Sally Chester
ext. 530.

For the best in sound , come in and see us.
145A M ain St., Waterville — Tel. 872-5754
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Pizza by Norm
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Sandwiches-Dagwoods
I WaterviHe Maine
Free Delivery
H
Open 6 days
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From October 2 through November 13,
75 paintings drawings and sculpture will
be on view in the museum of the Bixler
Art and Music Center. Among the artists
whose work will be included are John
Marin , Max Weber, James Whistler, William
and Marguerite Zorach. Jackson Pollock,
Ben Shahn and William Kienbusch.
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On Sunday, October 17, at 8:30 P.M.,
Bowdoin College will present the first in a
series of lectures on Presidential Politics
1972. Alex Poinsett , senior staff editor ,
Ebony magazine: "Black Politics and the
Presidency," The public is cordially invited.
The lecture will be presented at Wentworth
Hall. And , on Monday , October 18, at 7:30
P.M ., the Senior Center presents the second
in its Presidential Politics 1972 lecture series
Goerge Mitchell , deputy staff director for
Senator Edmund S. Muskie. "Presidential
Politics and the Candidate ." This also will
be held at Wentworth Hall and the public is
cordially invited.
Absentee ballots may be notarized right
on campus and there is no charge for students at Colby College. There are three
notary publics on campus and they are :
Mrs. Covell - Treasurer 's Office
Mrs. Nelson - Admissions Office
Mr. Hubert - Registrar's Office
On Sunday Morning at 11:00 A.M.,
there will be a Morning Worship Service in
Lorimer Chapel. The worship leader will be
Doug Schwartz. All are encouraged to come

Maine will have the chance to actively
participate in Bucky Fuller 's "strategy to
make the world work", as two of Maine's
free schools bring Fuller's "WORLD
GAME" to Portland /aided by a grant
from the Maine State; Commission on the
Arts and Humanities. Each filni will be
followed by discussion and coffee , with
Maine's most respected activists and commentators as discussion leaders, drawn
from many diverse fields. The programs
will be shown at the State Street Church,
165 State Street, Portlan d, every Wednesday
night at 8 P.M., with the first film. "The
Structure of Nature: beginning October 20
1971. The final presentation, "World Game :
Can Wo rk ," will conclude the series, December 22. Further information can be obtained from Mr. and Mrs. William Bell ,
799-8658 or Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Chapp ell, 985-3252.
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We don 't have Luncheon
Specials - we have Special
Luncheons - still 7 5£ $1. 25. Still from 11:30 to 2.
_^_M-H-_^_M-_M_MM_M_ ^_MM -_M-_H -_^_M-_^_^_M-_-_-_M^_B

The Association of Arab-American
University Graduates will hold its Fourth
Annual Convention at the Boston Sheraton
Plaza Hotel in Copley Square, October 29,
30, 31 , 1971. Program title: The Arabs
Among Themselves: Present Forms of Life
and Future Options. Keynote speaker on
the first night will be Jacques Berque, Professor at the College de France, Chair of
Social History of Contemporary Islam. On
the second night, the Banquet speaker will
be Sadek G. el-Azm from the American
University of Beirut, Syrian philosopher ,
critic and editor. One of Saturday 's panels,
"Forces of Social Change ," will hear the
speaker Mrs. Randa Al-Fattal, Director of
the Arab Information Center in New York
City and Editor of the Arab World , who
will speak of "Women and Arab Ploitics".
Convention registration opens in the hotel
lobby Friday at 10:00 A.M. For further
information write to the Association of
Arab-American University Graduates, P.
O. Box 85, No. Dartmouth , Mass., 02747
or call 994-2235.

The second introductory lecture on
Transcendential Meditation , as taught by
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi , will be offere d at
7:30 on Wednesday night , October 20, in
Lovejoy Auditorium. The public is invited
There is no admission charged.

Friday, October 15 , 7:30 p.m. FILMS
by Abbott Meader shown at Mandal a
Community Workshop, 4 North StreeV
Waterville.
'
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GRAND OPENING SPE CIA LS
BEAUTY SHOP__ __
WIG SALES AND

Coupon |Coupon

Wigs Unli mited
I Wigs Unlimited
$1 Discount on any f $2 Discount on any
hair or wig styling I wiS or hairpiece purchase

Seniors: Senior pictures can be handed
in at the Roberts Union desk. They must
be black and white glossies and should
have your name, major and fraternity or
sorority on the back .
"Tribal Art of West Africa ", and exhibition of over 80 obje cts drawn from public
and private collection can be seen at- the
Portland Museum through October 31. On
Thursday , October 21, from 3:30-5:30
P.M., an informal workshop, "Th e Art
of Transformation ," will be h eld in th e
Museum for members children ages 6-12.
For reservations, telephone the Museum
before October 11.
The YMCA will hold its 10th Annual
Craftsmen's Fair at 87 Spring Street , Portland , on Sunday, October 31 from 2-4
P.M. and on Monday, November 1 from
10 A.M. to 8 P.M.

An exciting exhibition and sale will
take place in Bridgton , Maine , on Saturday,
October 16 , from 10 A.M . until 4 P.M .
This will be an open-air exhibit on the
grounds of the Bridgton Elementary School
A first prize of $1,000 and a second prize
of $500 will be awarded the winning artists. Artists may enter up to four works
for a non-refundable entry fee of $15.
Works will be accepted from 9 A.M. to
5 P.M . daily from October 5-12, and may
be shipped care of the Bridgton Art Show.

Dick Gregory will be speaking at Wadsworth Gym , on Friday, October 22, 197 1 at
8:00 P.M. Admission will be' one dollar. Mr.
Gregory is the second lecturer of the Student Government's lecture series.
Combining his talents as an author ,
comedian , actor and former presidential
candidate , he presents the message of
equali ty no only for Blacks but for everyone. It is said that he has spent more time
in Southern Jails , marched in more demonstrations, prevented more racial violence
and worked harder for the rights of Blacks
than any other entertainer in America.
Named as the man most hated by the Ku
Klux Klan he replies , "They 're so out of
date, I think they are the only people in
the country who aren't using colored
sheets. "
His interests are not limited to racial
relations. He is fasting, in protest of the
United States ' involvement in Southeast
Asia, until we withdraw from Vietnam.
His autobiography , Nigger, has become a
best seller and his new book , Sermon , pormises to be a bigger success. He has toured
the continent , received recognition as an
international leader , starred on Broadway
and debuted in the movie , "Sweet Love,
Bitter ".
The Academic Life Committee extends
an invitation to all to hear Dick Gregory.

Interested in translating for cash? If
so, the library is interested in YOU. Requests have been coming in from people
on campus who wish to have periodical
arti cles tran slated int o English, Agencies
are expensive and slow, and the grapevine
isn't that efficient. If you or someone you
know would like to earn some extra
money in this way, register with the
Miller Library reference desk. We'll get
you together with the people who need
translators: you work out the terms.
The Selective Service System announced
that Random Sequence Number 125
would be the ceiling for inductio n into
the military for young men in the 197 1
first priority selection group - that is,
those registrants born in 1951 or earlier
who received lottery numbers in 1970 or
1969 and are available for induction during 1971.

Coupon offer good only for Colby students
and faculty

Oct. 17 - 7:00. A.M. - First twelve-hour
session of Encounter Groups - Lovejoy
202 and 102
10:00 A.M. - First twelve-hour session
of Enc?ounter Groups - Lovejoy 108 and
211
7:00 P.M. - Film Direction - The Immortal Story (Orson Welles) - Lovejoy
Auditorium - admission charged for both
Film Direction movies.

I

111 l yardgoods center
§___ .|1 1 M
Latest f a n fabrics
fP^.V""

I

Latest fall colors

StoP by and see us "

§

Your one stop shop for fabrics

|\ Vv

and knitt ing needs.

tLj Li
jq
Jl^
iplV. L

Burlap- - All Colors
Ideal for your private room

I

DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER

|\ %S/

Oct. 16 - 8:30-1:00 - Law School Admission Tests - Lovejoy Auditorium
4:30 P.M. - Picnic Supper - Outing Club
Outing Club Lodge - Admission charged.
7:30 P.M. - Film Direction - Mr. Arkadin
(Orson Welles) Lovejoy Auditorium , Admission charged.
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Oct. 18 - 6:30 P.M. - Meeting - Stu-G
Roberts Union
7:00 P.M. - Rehearsal - Orchestra Bixler
Center
Oct. 19 - 12:00 - Faculty Lunch Science Division - Whitney Room
6:30 P.M. Informal Session (1st of 4)
on Basic Computer language - 4th floor
Keyes.
Oct. 20 - 6:30 P.M. Rehearsal - Band
Bisler Center
7:30 P.M . - Second lecture - Transcendental Meditation - John Miller '73, lecturer
Lovejoy 100
Oct. 21 - 6:30 P.M. - Informal Session
(2nd of 4) on Basic Computer language
4th floor Keyes
6:30 P.M . - General Meeting - Environmental Council - LS5
7:30 P.M. > Newman Club Meeting What is Sin ", a rap session - Chapel Lounge
7:30 P.M . - Film - Preserva tion of the
Maine Environment (color) - Environmental
Council , sponsors - LS5
Oct 22 - 8:00 p.m. - Lecture - Stu-G
Dick Gregory, comedian , author , actorFieldhouse
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Cloth i ng & Sptg .
Goods
Fairfield , Maine
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raichle of Switzer land
Boots reg. $60-$80

WJW . J39.9ii ,,

Expanded Rental Program now including Hart Skis,
Saloman Bindings, Barrecrafte r Poles &¦ ,1-Ienke Boots
Rentals daily , weekly, seasonally with option to buy.
.
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SOCCER

Rich Levy
Last Saturday Colby's Cross
Country team participated in a
tri-meet with the University of
New Brunswick and Maine Maritime Academy at Colby. New
Brunswick with a score of 24
points finished first , Colby at
34 points second , and Maine
Maritime third with 80 points.
The meet was unusually fast ,
as Colby 's Paquin broke his recently set school record by .5
seconds (25:03). Intermediate
times were also very quick , even
the lower finishers had respectable times. Bob Hickey placed
5th overall , again showing remark
able consistency. Bob has yet

cross country team and letter
winners from previous seasons.
Indivisuals as well as team competition is invited . There will be
a team trophy for the first five
members of an entered team .
finishing, and individual winners
will receive medals (up to 5th
overall). The course is 2.25
miles. For more information ,
maps, or rules contact Lew Paquin at Tau Delt (ext 555) or
at 872-9728. Note , you must
be properly entered to compete.
IFC CROSS COUNTRY MEET Names of individuals and names
On Wednesday , October 20th, of team entries must be in by
at 3:15 P.M., the Interfatemity
October 18 to Lew. As it stands
council will sponsor a cross
now , there is no limit to the
Anyone
is
eligible
country race.
number of participants. If you
except members of the present
are interested in running sign up
to finish out of the top 10 in
any race this season.
Despite excellent performances by the Colby squad (most
ran faster than they had in any
previous race), U.N.B. proved
to be an exceptionally strong
team. Colby 's comparatively low
score as well as the quick pace,
combined to present on improving outlook for the remaining
season, and in state competition.

came at 20:26 when the left inside Hunter shot a bouncer
fro m the left side of the penalty area that got by two Colby
fullback s and the goalie. Neustatter got scoring credit for a
second goal at 27:41. A Hebron
halfback , fielding a cross from
Left Wing Greg Downs of Colby
put the ball into his own nets
instead of over the end line as
Arnie was charging in. Reilly
got his second score at unassisted at 29:15 putting a hard shot
in from eight yards out on the
left side.
The def ense , al t h ou gh pl aying
r a t her hap hazardly at times,
was strong enough to contain
the Hebron offense in the own
half of the field f or mu ch of the
game. Goalie Bob Richardson of
Colby had only handled the ball
twice by the end of the first
half.
Arnie Neustatter completed
his hat trick at 36:27 scoring
from the left side with fullback
Andy Bagley assisting. Greg
Downs, who set up two Colby
goals with passes from his wing
position , scored the final goal
unassisted at 52:38. Hebron
goalie Garvin had 8 saves; Colby
goalie Richardson had 2. Coming off their 6-1 win over Hebron , the jv 's will next face U.
Maine at Orono.

WHS TE NN IS

The Colby Women's varsity ten- A three groal hat-trick by Portnis team began its competition
land's McGivney was the stopon Thursday, September 30
per as the Colby team was downwhen the girls played host to
ed 4-1. Laurie Fitts was able to
the University of New Hampmake Colby's only goal. Fine
shire. The final score of the day goal tending techniques were
was U.N.H. 4 - Colby 3, as the
displayed by Colby 's Rhonda
when
Colby team suffered a blow
Luce.
when they lost the last two
The Women 's Physical Eddoubles matches. The Colby .
ucation department is hoping to
team has moved to out of state interest Colby girls in two other
competition with U.N.H. because varsity sports, volleyball and
of a lack of strong opposition in bowling, which are due to begin
Maine. Colby has dominated the their schedules in November.
in the first half , but they could- state for several years with an
Bowling has never been done ben't stop the sharp passing of
outstanding tennis team .
fore by Colby on the intercolMillan in the second-half . Glass
On Thursday, October 7, the legiate level , and those girls inhas now scored over 40 points
tennis team traveled south to
terested should see Mrs. Foster.
in four games. DU and Tau
play against University of Maine, Anyone who has an interest in
Delt are the only undefeated
Portland-Gorham. There the
the volleyball competition should
teams in division A. Phi Delt is
Colby girls were victorious as
contact Mrs. Hodsdon before
in second place with a 3-1 record they won both of the singles
October 25.
Du and TDP play each other
and both of the doubles matches
Colby belongs to the Maine
twice before the season is over.
The singles matches were taken Association of Physical EducaPhi Delt uncovered a new weaby Sidney Ives 6-2, 6-1 , and
tion for College Women , and
pon in their game. Dude
Jackie Nienaber 7-5, 6-4. Victors through this organization the
"Crazy Legs" Lawrence. The
in the doubles competition were physical education department
Dude , used only in spots, is still Sally Hawk and Carol Majdalsets up an intercollegiate schedrecovering fro m an injury inany 3-6, 6-4 6-1; and Patty Can- ule. The M.A.P.E.C.W. also forms
curred while walking to class
lisle and Ann Traver 6-4,6-2.
policies as to how the matches
last week. Dude took the ball
The women 's varsity field
and tournaments are to be condeep in ZP territory, on the
hockey team also began its
ducted. Colby will not schedule
three yard line , and ran it all
schedule on September 30 as
more than one game a week
the way back to the ZP 20 bethey faced University of Maine. during a six week season; each
fore being run out of bounds by Farmington. In a close decision , team usually participates in four
Seagrams. Phi Delt won 34-8 as
the Colby team was overcome
or five matches. Because of the
Steve Higgins caugh t two more
by their opponents , 4-3. Colby 's time involved , Colby tries to
touchdown passes, and Pete
goals were scored by juniors Jan limit out of state travel. ExceptGarrity ran an intercepted pass
Bumham , left wing, and Laura
ions are made however , as indiback for a touchdown on the
Harmon , right inner; and fresh- viduals are sent to regional comfirst paly of the game. In TDP's man center forward Laurie Fitts. petitions, and outstanding teams
only game last week , Dudley
On October 7, the field hocke such as the tennis and ski teams
Townsley scored five times and
team faced University of Maine , travel to face m ore difficult
Ned Car twice as they edged
Portland-Gorham , who proved
opponents in New Hampshire
PLP 64-0.
to be even tougher opponents.
and Vermont,

1FL IFL

some frantic last second antics
Bob Diamond
of its own , downed Indies II 22
LCA had to scramble all over
21. Doug McMillan hit Dana
the field to stay on top in the
Fitts on a forty yard scoring
division A standings. In their
bomb with less than a minute
first game , "Spike" Lapenna
left , and then McMillan swept
methodically picked apart KDR's left and for the two Pt. converdefensive secondary, with Bob
sion. This knocked Indies II out
Pike and John Curtis scoring
of the unbeaten ranks. Indies I,
twice each in a 28-7 drubbing.
lied for second place with Indies
Something went awry in that
II , played a very good defensive
highly-touted defensive team of
game , picking off four errant
LCA in their next game against
passes and dropping the Pepper
much improved ATO. From the quarterback in the endzone for
start ATO seemed to have no
a safety, winning 12-2. Pepper
trouble at all moving the ball
lost it's second game of the w
mainly on the strength of three week to Woodman , 1 5-0, as Don
Dowoling to Hattum touchdown Bell threw twice for TD's. This
strikes and with seconds to go
next week of action should proin the game were leading 30-28. duce a favorite for the second
LCA on their own 10 yard line , playoff spot in divisionA.
went to their favorites play,
Only one thing was certain
sending Bob Pike out of the
when PLP and ZP took the
backfield on a pass from "Spike" fiel d in their first meeting. One
that carried down to the ATO
of them would have to blemish
five . Fro m there , Lapenna
their winless record. PLP was
for
the
threw to Bruce Smith
the fortunate one, eking out a
score. This was definitely one
12-2 win. Millan and Al Glass
of the best games so far this
hooked up for four DU touchseason. In the "Upse t of the
downs in downing DKE 25-8
Week" catagory , KDR , with
DKE showed a lot of strength

Bob McGuin
Last Saturday , the Colby varsity just had one of those days.
The University of Hartford ,
fielding a formidable defense and
an extremely fast front line,
drubbed the Mules 4-0. The
Hartford scores came at 37:25
Khoobyer playing insid e right ,
38:55 and 55:03-Gianetti playing left wing, and a t 57 : 10
Numes playing inside left. Colby
was unable to generate much of
an attack and the defense...well,
look at the score. Hackett, the
Hartford goal-keeper , had seven
saves on eight Colby shots.
Colby goal-keeper Mark Serdjenian , after nearly getting destroyed by two Hartford forwards in the first quarter, played well despite the score making 30 saves on 46 Hartfor d
shots. The loss puts the varsity
at 1-2. Their next game is away
against Brandeis University.
The Juniro Varsity fared better in thier opener as they routed Hebron academy 6-1. Terry
Reilly started the scoring off
at 4:13 on a corner kick from
the left side by Arnie Neustatter
Arnie scored at 5:45 when the
Hebron goalie got bumped in a
mix up on- the left side of the
nets. Neustatter shot the loose
ball into the lower right hand
corner. Hebron 's only score
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i led of suspended animation. If that rounds like an overstatement to all
f fyou cynics , let me say that you had to be there to believe it.
j i-.Jter an extended and heated debate about the possible increase ^n.the
¦Mminimum graduation requirements from 105 credit hours to 120, Stu-G
H approved three recommendations to be passed on to the EPC sub-commp ittee wliich is (studying the matter- 1) that there be an academic evaluate tion of Colby ' s philosophy and a review of the present course structure
m with this philosophy in mind , 2) until this evaluation and review are
ft completed , that Colby retain the 105credithour minimum requirement,
H 3) that the standing committee re-evaluate the acceleration procedure
la nd that it be stricter in enforcing its policy regarding acceleration.
The problem of acceleration is of central concern to those advocating
a return to tlie former 120 credit hour system. Under the present system
a student can conceivably complete the minimum requirement of 105 hours
in seven semesters rather than the expected eight. While there is an
eight-semester residency requirement, this is often waived in individual
cases , allowing some students to graduate after 3 1/2 years. Critics of
the present system argue that this leniency in allowing acceleration ,
I along with the 105 hour minimum, requirement, threatens Colby 's sta t u s
a."=- four-year institu tion.
|
I The point was raised that it isonly the exceptional student who desires
I to graduate early, and that an increase in the graduation requirements
I solely to block the acceleration of a handful of students is unfai r to the
rest of the student body.
The issue is complex and demands careful consideration before a
final decision is made. For more back g r ound on th e matte r, see Pam
Brownstein 's article in this issue of the Echo.
A pat on the back for the new Stu-G representatives for passing the
yea r 's entire budget in only 35 minutes. This is another first for Stu-G
which in the past has spent meeting after meeting challenging the appropriations committee 's recommendations before agreeing that the committee was right in the firs t place.
i The appropriations committee also recommended the approval of a
$100 discretionary'fund for student government officers . Stu-G approved
the recommendation.
Treas. Bill Mayaka reminded representatives that Thursday noon is
the weekly deadline for requisitions for money from the treasurer 's
committee. This means that you must submit a requisition to Bill by
Thursday noontime if it is to be approved at the Stu-G meeting the
following Monday evening. In other words , plan ahead!
|
|
|Si Nahra reported that the Geils/Hammond concert was a financial
'if success , although all the money returns are not yet in. He estimated
that
|
|the concert brough t in about $6500 which is $500 over tlie initial
p outlay of $6000.
I' The year is beginning to shape up quite well , rhetorically speaking.
I By the way, do you know who your student government representatives
I are ?

placed in escrow for later distribu tion after the wage freeze is lifted. In the
event that me money could not be distributed accordingly within one year ,
j the proposal continued , the Faculty would determine how the funds should be
\ used. President Strider stated that the faculty was not legally able to effect
" jsuoh a motion , at which point Mr. Brancaccio offered tlie proposal as a "rojj commendation " in a formal motion. Discussion followed, in which Mr. Woiss!
iberg declared that themotion was inimicoble to Faculty Interests. Dr. Reid
ijolosed the issue by moving to table the motion. Tho ayes had it , although the
jnays were solidly In evidence.
,

More LE3TTEHS _ ..
Dear Sirs ,
I was surprised to learn via Sue Yovic 's campaign
|
¦letter that there is no democracy at Camp Colby . I
' assume from her absence at student government meet
"lings this fall and the latter part of last spring when
¦she was an elected representative that she dropped
lout of the "system " in order to plot her subversive
land gloriously successful campaign for election to
jithe Board of Truste-aa .
I Although Miss Yovic was explicit in her criticism
jof student government and of specific individuals in
per letter to the Echo last week, she has yet to offer
l any constructive advice to remedy this fatal flaw in
I Colby 's government structure-unless of course she
I considers herself the solution to the problem
I If such narrow-minded and vindictive individuals
j ean be elected to such crucial positions as student
I representative to the Board of Trustees , perhaps
!the students should forfeit what little power thoy
have before it is too late and let the administration
put us back in our playpens.
;. My deepest sympathy to the students of Colby College and to the Board of Trustees. It's going to be
fa long year,
§
Despondently yours ,
Deborah Christensen
i
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fac ulty - adm mfg
Presij \ The October 13 Faculty meeting was preceded by some remarks by
re-evaluaand
self-examination
year
in
this
s
need
for
Colby
dent
oh
'
*tion ofStrider
its educational goals and principles. Although he opposed moving toward
lany of the extremes of educational philosophy or reducing the rigors implicit
tin the Colby deg ree, the President did suggest that there may be room for renovation of the college ' s educational operations.
J The meeting proper was not particularly substantive. One recommendation
'passed by the Faculty was that the Administrative Committee be empowered
J'to waive the entire senior year residency requirement in exceptional circumfstances. The committee previously was allowed to waive one semester of the
ysenior year residency requirement,
¦• A more emotional issue was the question of how Faculty salaries (th e contrac t
led increases thereof) should be handled in light of Nixon ' s wage freeze. Mr.
'j Gemery read a proposal devised by the AAU P chapter here, which in essence
suggested that all funds formerly intended for pay increases (now frozen) be
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